


About EWI  
u  Non-profit manufacturing technology organization 

─  Serving companies across diverse manufacturing sectors for over 30 years 
─  Unbiased source to create competitive advantage through the application of 

advanced manufacturing technologies 
─  Performing engineering analysis and systematic testing of manufacturing 

processes to achieve product performance and financial goals 
u  State of the art technical capabilities 

─  $50 million in state of the art advanced manufacturing equipment  
─  150 engineers, technicians, industry experts across three locations 
─  Leaders in metal 3D printing, materials joining, laser processing, inspection, 

metal stamping, automated system development, manufacturing process 
simulation, repair method development, materials characterization and testing 



EWI helps manufacturers across sectors create sustained 
competitive advantage through technical innovation  

•  Expert advisory services that guide innovation investments 
•  Leverage EWI capital equipment and multi-disciplinary expertise 
•  Solutions tailored to each client’s specific business objectives 
•  Customer-oriented culture works as an extension of client’s team 

How 
EWI 

does it 

•  De-risks and accelerates adoption of new technologies 
•  Enables new product innovations that capture market share 
•  Delivers improvements in cost, quality, performance, and sustainability 

What 
EWI 
does 

EWI Value Proposition 



u  Technology roadmap service for small and 
medium size manufacturers 

u  Benefits for clients 
─  Evaluate business impact of adopting technologies  
─  Unbiased advice tailored to business objectives 
─  Create a roadmap to increase competitiveness 
─  Follow on support available to test and implement 

Current State Summary 

Phase 1:  
Current State Assessment 

Conduct current state 
assessment of factory 

operations 

Detailed Gap 
Assessment 

Phase 3: Gap Assessment 

Develop detailed gap 
assessment based on the 
defined future state vision 

Future State Vision 
Summary 

Phase 2: Future State 
Vision 

Validate current state 
assessment, including 

identified challenges and 
concerns, with client leads 

Final Innovation 
Roadmap Report 

Phase 4: Develop 
Roadmap 

Develop roadmap and 
implementation plan 

Process: 

Deliverables Thereafter! 

Advanced Manufacturing 
Implementation Strategy 




